As pioneers of in-building, voice over Wi-Fi (VoWi-Fi), Spectralink understands and excels at delivering superior voice quality over converged voice and data networks. It’s what we do—everyday—striving to make your workday better.

We deliver crystal clear communication through a unique solution built into every device—Spectralink Voice Quality Optimization, VQO, an engineered system. The system is built of technology on the inside—and the knowledge and expertise of our partners and specialized System Architects, on the outside. VQO ensures superior voice quality, every time.

Spectralink thrives at delivering VoWi-Fi solutions that maintain interoperability across many brands of Wi-Fi networks, call control platforms and applications. This requirement allows us to work with many companies—fitting to you and your needs, not the other way around.

The Spectralink 8000 Portfolio

The Spectralink 8000 Portfolio operates on converged voice and data Wi-Fi infrastructure to reduce costs and simplify management while improving employee mobility, responsiveness, and productivity. It also supports a broad range of applications from healthcare to manufacturing to retail. The lightweight handsets are easy to use, durable and feature high quality voice call, backlit displays for dimly lit areas, panic buttons, barcode readers, text messaging and more.

84-Series

These ergonomic handsets unite the most critical elements of workplace communications within a single mobile device that is highly reliable, extra durable, and easy to use. The Spectralink 84-Series can consolidate disparate paging, telephone, scanning, two-way radios, intercom, conferencing, and location systems into a single light-weight device that also allows access to enterprise applications.

PIVOT (87-Series)

Built on the industry-standard Android™ operating system, PIVOT is a WorkSmart solution characterized by intuitive smartphone-like features and usability combined with the quality, durability, and reliability essential for mobile workers. PIVOT further enhances the customer value proposition with two enhanced standards-based application interfaces access to Google™ Mobile Services and applications, a high-performance barcode scanner and an industrial-grade accelerometer.

Professional Services

Spectralink can help ensure that you achieve better return on investment, increased uptime and improved reliability with highly responsive services and support options.

Choose Spectralink’s VoWi-Fi solutions because we are the experts in:

- superior voice quality
- interoperability
- integrated applications
- purpose-built solutions
- intuitive and durable devices

Solutions for your needs.

Spectralink offers the industry’s most versatile VoWi-Fi solutions for the workplace. Through our partners, we offer a wide range of functional and industry-specific applications that enable mobile workers to do their job better.

With the right in-building, VoWi-Fi Spectralink solution, you can dramatically improve responsiveness and productivity of mobile workers; increase performance and customer service so you and your team can solve every day.